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Mastodon and the challenges of abuse in a federated system. A murb'ed feed, posted about one year ago filed in twitter, social
network & Social Media.. This is a very good roundup of some challenges facing Mastodon moderation. ... Mastodon and the
challenges of abuse in a federated systemRead the .... Mastodon and the challenges of abuse in a federated system
https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=17894684 #hackernews #tech.. Mastodon and the challenges of abuse in a federated
system. ... I keep thinking of the Wil Wheaton fiasco as a kind of security incident that the Mastodon community needs to
analyze and understand to prevent it from happening again.. And an additional analysis:
https://nolanlawson.com/2018/08/31/mastodon-and-the-challenges-of-abuse-in-a-federated-system/. Also compare .... I don't
think the problem is federation. The problem is media where participants have nothing at stake, so that abusers can't be made to
pay the .... Mastodon and the challenges of abuse in a federated system ... is mastodon different from irc? linking federated
servers seems similar to irc.. 1/2. 1+. anildash ✅ boosted. Aug 31, 2018 · Nolan @nolan@toot.cafe. New blog post: "Mastodon
and the challenges of abuse in a federated system" .... Without some form of trustworthy central authority to oversee the system
and punish those who abuse it, it can quickly fall apart. This is one thing that Federation .... Sunday, 2 September 2018. Hacker
News Mastodon and the challenges of abuse in a federated system. Mastodon and the challenges of abuse in a federated .... This
post will probably only make sense to those deeply involved in Mastodon and the fediverse. article · mastodon · social · Sun Sep
2 16:15:57 2018 * · ...

Mastodon and the challenges of abuse in a federated system 89 by dredmorbius | 49 comments on Hacker News. Posted by
Rajiv Dixit Ayurveda at 00:14.. Hacker News: Mastodon and the challenges of abuse in a federated system. on 9/02/2018
04:00:00 PM 0 Comment · Mastodon and the challenges of abuse in a .... Mastodon and the challenges of abuse in a federated
system. 1st September 2018. A really interesting look behind the curtain at how Mastodon works from a .... Mastodon and the
challenges of abuse in a federated systemRead the Tea Leaves. 1+. Yessie boosted. Aug 31, 2018 · josef
@jk@mastodon.social.. 1+. Brad Fonseca boosted. Aug 31, 2018 · Nolan @nolan@toot.cafe. New blog post: "Mastodon and the
challenges of abuse in a federated system" .... This post will probably only make sense to those deeply involved in Mastodon and
the fediverse. So if that's not your thing, or you're not interested in issues of .... Mastodon and the challenges of abuse in a
federated system (nolanlawson.com). +6. Skull 1 year ago. Add comment. Comments. Leave a Reply. B. I. U. S. Help.. I'm still
more interested in much more fully decentralized protocol-based systems, but a federated system like Mastodon, that allows for
a .... r/hackernews: A mirror of Hacker News' best submissions.
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